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Measuring precipitaGon through satellites not only provides precise global
rainfall data, but satellites also grant substanGal coverage of weather paLerns
compared to just surface observaGons. Because of this, the algorithms uGlized
to compute rainfall data from the instruments on board the satellites are
constantly undergoing improvements for more accurate representaGons of the
atmosphere. This research assesses the impact of uncertain brightness
temperatures on the Goddard Proﬁling Algorithm, the algorithm used to
compute rainfall rates from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
and the Global PrecipitaGon Mission (GPM).

Methodology

The most notable satellites used to obtain global precipitaGon data are the TRMM and
GPM satellites. In order to obtain data from the instruments onboard these satellites,
ﬁrst the observaGons must go through a series of data retrieval algorithms. The Goddard
Proﬁling Algorithm (GPROF) is applied to derive rain data from observaGons. The
structure of the algorithm is as follows:

The GPM radiometer algorithm

Step 1: Use TRMM/GPM Satellite to derive set of
“Observed” proﬁles that deﬁne an a-priori
database of possible rain structures. Compute
corresponding radiometer Tb
Step2: Compare observed Tb to
Database Tb. Select and average
matching pairs
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Global mean rain rates follow a log-normal distribuGon, suggesGng that there is a greater
probability of rain rates to be near 0.00 [mm/hr] compared to 100 [mm/hr]. To test the
impact of uncertain brightness temperatures, an increasing amount of noise and realisGc
0.00 [mm/hr] rain rates will be added to a syntheGc a-priori and observaGons,
symbolically shown on the plot to the right.
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A simpliﬁed conceptual framework:

If the blue line below represents the a-priori distribuGon of observed rainfall, and the red is the
distribuGon of rainfall that is consistent with the observed Tb, then the overlap represents the areas
of consistency from where the expected value (retrieval) can be obtained. Retrievals can be biased
if the a-priori is not linear within the overlap region. This depends upon the uncertainGes (red
curve). Curves below, for 4 gaussian rain rates distribuGons, show typical over- and under-esGmates
by retrieval with diﬀerent Tb uncertainGes.

The results from running GPROF show an increase of negaGve bias with noise due to the
lognormal nature of the a-priori. Furthermore, as realisGc zero rain rates are added, the
problem becomes exacerbated.
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Rainfall uncertainGes are also evident in recent reanalysis data. Satellite
observaGons (black) are relaGvely constant while diﬀerent models show
strong variability over the past two decades.
Reanalysis Data
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Before the TRMM and GPM era,
esGmates from satellite varied greatly.
The image to the right shows esGmates
from three diﬀerent satellites each with
contrasGng mean rainfall rates for the
same observaGon area. The top shows
an IR esGmate that tends to overesGmate
in the Western Paciﬁc. The center graph
shows lesser intensiGes from a microwave
sounder but with a more deﬁned intertropical convergence zone. BoLom graph,
from a microwave imager, shows
characterisGcs of the top two esGmaGons, but with
no rainfall rates esGmated near land.
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What is happening at the low end of the rain rate distribuGon is not fully understood.
Further invesGgaGons will allow negaGve rain rates to be computed in GPROF. Although
not realisGc, allowing negaGve rain rates to be computed might give a clearer
demonstraGon of the behavior of the interacGng means from the a-priori and the
observed pixel.
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